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Base metal range qualifying: 

Sử dụng 423.1 để tiết kiệm chi phí qualify. 

 

Ví dụ: Gtaw 

 

 

 

 

  

 Test coupon WITH CS P-1 

 FILLER GTAW CS F-6  

 QUALIFYING SS P-8 BY FILLER SS F-6 

 

 

I have seen this question asked a few times and have recently explained it to a local company we provide training and 

testing/certification services for.  Understand that what I have below is NOT a replacement for looking in the code. If you 

would like to look at a copy of the 2010 code for reference ONLY. If you do not have a copy of the code that you are working 

with, you need to be doing something else besides deciding WHO is Qualified for WHAT .  We will talk about GTAW only. If 

you are wondering about other processes (which may or may not be the same), LOOK IT UP! (Because it may not apply to 

other processes) 

Table QW-356 (GTAW Essential Variables for Performance Qualification) is the starting point for deciding ranges of 

qualification for performance (Welders and Operators). It refers to various paragraphs in Article IV of the code that either 

describe the ranges or refer you to additional information. 

ASME Section IX makes allowances for using carbon steel (P number 1) to qualify (performance only) to weld on other base 

metals. NOT all base metals, but some. This applies to most processes.  



For GTAW the only base metal variable related to material type referred to for qualification is P number. Table QW-422 

classifies carbon steel as P Number 1 and 300 series stainless steels as P number 8. QW 356 refers to ASME Section IX 

Paragraph 403.18, which in turn refers to paragraph QW-423 which allows use of substitute P-Number. 

 For GTAW the only filler metal variable related to material type referred to for qualification is F number. ASME Sec IX Table 

QW-432 (Grouping of Electrodes and Welding Rods for Qualification), list both Carbon Steel and Stainless Steel Tig wire as F 

Number 6. Thus, either can be used for qualification for the other when it comes to performance. (Welders).  

This does NOT mean it is not a good idea to check out your welders on some stainless even if they are qualified on carbon. 

The highly visually appealing welds that are required on some projects may require some skills and knowledge that exceed 

that verified by the "Standard" code required tests.  

“F number in Welding Procedure Specification 
Table QW-432 in ASME Code Section IX provides the list of F numbers. Any change from one F number in welding 
to the other F number is essential variable in the welding procedure specification. The changing from one F number 
to other F number is a little bit different in welding performance qualification. The essential variable tables in 
welding performance qualification (QW-352 thru 357) refer you to the QW-433 for the range of qualification. 

For example, a welder qualified with F number 4, he also will be qualified on the F numbers 1, 2 and 3. 

Some contractors use the essential variable tables (QW-352 thru 357) to minimize their costs. For instance, they 
might test the welder for stainless steel material by using carbon steel material. Consider the actual project material 
is stainless steel and you do not want to waste stainless steel material for testing. You ask the welder to weld in 
carbon steel material but with stainless steel filler metal. Based on the essential variable table P number 1 (Carbon 
Steel) qualifies P 8 (Stainless Steel), and the F number is the same. So you qualify your welder for stainless steel 
material by using carbon steel material but stainless steel filler metal.” 

 

 

 


